
In My Hands:    Part 6   
When I thought I could be Happy

 Page 79  Why is Irene so happy at the beginning of this chapter?

2.  What does her family do to make some extra money?

3.  Page 80  How long has Irene been separated from her parents and sisters?

4.  Where were most of the Polish professionals?

5.  How do the Polish have to act like slaves.  Give examples.

6.  What must they do in the presence of a German?

7.  Page 81  What happens if you help the Jews?

8.  Page 82  Explain  “You must not let this ruin your life.  God has plans for you.  He did not let you die.”

9.  Page 83  Why are there posters of Jews all over Poland?

10.  Why is there a barbed wire fenced area?

11.  Page 84  What is a Jewish ghetto?

12.  “Many of our neighbors in Radom figured the condition of the Jews was the Jews’ problem:  We Poles had enough of our own 
with the brutal way we were being treated.”

13.  Where does Irene begin to work because she spoke German?

14.  Page 85  Why was she fired?

15.  What has happened to the relationship between Germany and the Soviet Union?

16.  Page 86  Why do the Germans come take Tatus away?

17.  What was happening to young Polish girls with German features?

18.  Why was Janina and Irene left behind?

19.  Page 87  Were Polish people acting like sheep?  Explain.

20.  What was the Lapanka?

21.  Page 88  Who kept being brought to Poland?

22.  Page 89  Describe the bird imagery

23  Page 90-91  Why did a group of soldiers bust into the Catholic Mass?

24.  Page 91  What happens to the man who stands up to the Nazis?

25.  Page 92  What happens to the people that a older German soldier points to?


